
Brexit means exit 
Does your business  
aim to remain and 
grow in Europe? 



Britain may want to 
remain open to  
'do deals’ in Europe 
(preferably without 
responsibility nor 
contributions to the 
community)  
but will Europe be 
inclined to stay  
open to Britain?



Will your business 
and brand suffer 
from ‘locked in' 
syndrome? 



The question your 
customers, 
consumers and 
partners in Europe 
are now asking: 
do you appreciate
and understand 
Europe? 



Will Mini be able to 
keep flying the flag 
in Munich?
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Two British princesses launch the 
GREAT Britain MINI Tour in Berlin. 
MINI accompanies the biggest 
promotional campaign run by British 
industry.!



Will Londoners  
be trusted to do 
business over 
Lunch in Madrid?



Will the A to Z 
of British Business 
be welcome to do 
deals in Amsterdam?



Now there is only 
one way to remain 
part of a free 
trading Europe: 
Become European



How we would help 
to open your 
Business and Brand 
up to Europe.

Brand and communications audit. What are you telling the world? How are 
you representing yourselves? What does your brand say about you? Are you aware 
of the difference between what you think you are saying and what your European 
partners / customers hear? In the new reality, how can you immediately start to 
counteract the bad impressions that Brexit is creating and start to add something 
positive?!
!
Brand positioning. How can you rethink and reposition yourself in order to stay 
relevant and attractive to the EU marketplace? How fast can you do this? What are 
the risks and costs? What are the potential benefits and where / how will you be 
able to see and measure these? [This is where our brand methodology comes into 
its own].!
!
Practical restructuring, reengineering, rethinking your future. Are 
your products and services optimised for a post Brexit future? What about your 
location (do you need an EU base)? Your supply chain and logistics? The services 
and products themselves? Competitive positioning and so on and so on …!



Organisational structures
Products and services
Partners, members,"
stakeholder and community 
relationship tools
Finance/Funding

Values 
Internal communications
Recruitment
Workplace design

Your organisational 
vision and strategy for 
Europe encapsulated in a 
single brand driving idea 
and positioning statement

Communications, name(s),"
design assets, architecture and messages  

Corporate and "
service communications, 3d design (trade shows)

Online and offline user experiences "
via available digital platforms
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ImageCulture

Ability


Driving Idea 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Our Brand Platform model 
To structure research input and make recommendations  



Talent Management
…

Skill development

Business Strategy

Targeted Communication
Look & Feel

Impact

Culture development Image Actions

Your success 
depends on 
translating your 
business strategy 
into a Europe 
embracing 
‘Brand Platform’.

Being European 
as Brand Platform



CloserEurope Limited
2 Munden Street  
London  W14 0RH  
United Kingdom

Switch   +44 (0) 20 7036 0636
Ask for Anja Hartmann

www.closereurope.com

1) We engage with you to "
give you a deep, accurate 
and honest status report, 
forming an essential starting 
point for practical action. 


2) We have a methodology that 

will help you to reposition for 
the future you want to 
achieve. Low risk, low cost: 
potentially very high return. 

3) We will mobilise a wider 
network of specialists to 
help you refocus and 
restructure wherever and 
however you need.


